
WHITE PLASTIC “FLIPPER”

Create your own custom Flipper using the sheet below.  Please select either Accommodative 
or Prism Flippers, as well as the power or diopter next to each empty well.  

Important note:  All special order flippers are NON-RETURNABLE, so please carefully 
review your order before sending.  If we have questions, then we will contact you by email.  
If you would like multiple varieties of custom flippers made then please send a sheet for 
each customized flipper.  Additionally, if custom flippers are ordered with other products, 
then this sheet must be returned within two business days of ordering in order for 
the custom flippers to be included in the same shipment.  If not returned within two business 
days the special order flippers will be shipped separately and incur an additional shipping fee.

Please select the type of flipper you are customizing.
Accommodative Flippers:
Available in any combination of powers up to +/- 5.00 in increments of 0.25.  
Please specify plus (+) or minus (-) for each lens.

Prism Flippers:
Please specify diopter power, as well as base in, base out, base up, or base down 
for each prism.  Please use abbreviations: BI, BO, BU, or BD.

For prism flippers please select lens type:

1:1 SCALE

Flat: 
(Available in: 0.25D, 0.50D, 0.75D, 
1D thru 10D, 12D, 15D, or 20D)

Corrected Curve: 
(Available in: 0.25D, 0.50D, 0.75D, 
1D thru 10D, 12D, 15D, or 20D)
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Quick Order Sheet 
for Special Order FlipperS
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Customer Name: ____________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________________
Telephone: __________________      Date of Order: _______________
Order # or Account #: __________________     Quantity: ___________
Signature: _________________________________________________

Email: info@bernell or Fax: (574) 259-2102 or 2103 or click SUBMIT below

Click to submit your information.
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